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nakshatra. To determine the yoga Marshall gives in § 84 a
rule which may be expressed by 2M + £>==# mod 27, where M
is the number of months counting from Asvina, D is the number
of days, and x gives the number of the yoga according to the list
in § 82. There is some ambiguity here, but the following example
is given : 6th day of Phalguna, 2x6 + 6 = 1 8, "so that day the
1 8th Joog raigned."
The usual rule is y =s+m=2s + i2t, where 5 and m are the
longitudes of the Sun and Moon. Possibly Marshall's rule is
obtained from this in the way indicated in Note Q (a).
In § 84 it is stated that when certain yogas and nakshatras *
" meet " then it is unlucky. The rule may be expressed by
2N -i==Y mod 27,
which gives
N.=i   2    3   4   5   6   7   8   9 10 n 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19, etc.
^•=i   3   5   7   9 ii 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27   2   4   6   8 10, etc.
K.   THE POSITION OF THE MOON AT BIRTH
Marshall states (§ 12) that the Brahmans reckon " by the Ross,
that is, the place of the Moon at the time of birth, so that if a
child be borne when the Moon is in ck°, his Ross is in cf>." In
§ 63 he writes, " The Bramins account chiefly from the Burge
that raigned when the Native was borne and not so much from
the Ross/' where by "Burge" he, possibly, means the sign in
the ascendant. In these two conflicting statements we have two
schools of astrology represented. Whereas, generally, the funda-
mental operation is the determination of the ascendant, in the
Hindu astrology, as set forth by Marshall, the fundamental
operation is the determination of the position of the Moon at
birth. The effect of a planet in this latter scheme depends upon
its position relative to the Moon's position at birth, and is in no
way dependent upon the ascendant or rising sign. The horoscope
is roughly adapted accordingly ; to the first house is allotted the
Moon's sign, and so on. Some of Marshall's tables are to be read
accordingly ; but the influence of both schemes is at work, and
a certain amount of ambiguity ensues. In § 22 a special diagram
for the lunar system is given, but it is only a fanciful variation
of the ordinary rectangular diagram.
The origin of this lunar astrology is obscure. Varaha Mihira
does not mention it, Albiruni makes no reference to it, and some
modern Hindu works exclude it altogether. There is, possibly,
some connection with the ceremony of naming the child (see
NoteN).
1 By " nakshatra " is here meant the moon's nakshatra.

